�Ifferent authors usmg different styles do not always SIt comfortably together. The overall effect is, however, good and the contributions from the majority of the 17 recognised authorities in the field ensure that the whole subject gets comprehensive coverage.
Associati ? n, is refreshing and it is particularly � ncouragI � g to see this special section having been mcluded m the book. The chapter provides an overview of . the origins of visually impaired sports � nd dea!s wIth some of the thorny issues concerning mtegratIOn and the classification of disability. In the appendices to the chapter the rules of 'goal ball', a sport sp � cifically developed for the visually impaired, are outlmed. The chapter on 'Visual Performance Enhancement', although slightly long-winded, deals effe � �ively with some concepts which may be less famIha : to the reader. Visual processing speeds, dynamIc acuity and biofeedback are all explained within the chapter.
In contrast to those chapters referred to above are those on 'Vision Requirements in Sport' and 'Setting up a Sports Vision Practice'. These chapters are less well structured and some of the information included tends to be superfluous and repetitive. The conclud ing chapter on 'The Future of Sports Vision' is lightweight and has little substance. The book c � ncl . udes with a glossary of terminology which hIghhghts the difficulties facing editors who would seek to produce a book which will be of benefit to those from varied professional backgrounds. The respective definitions of binocular and Pulfrich phenomena are striking examples of simplicity and complexity contrasted.
In conclusion, the text represents an important addition to the libraries of those likely to be called upon to advise patients on vision and sport. The book benefits from multi-author input although several of the chapters are repetitive. It is a reason able investment at £45.
A. J. Jackson
Of particular note are the excellent chapters on 'Eye Injuries in Sport' and 'Forensic Sports Vision'. In the former, Nicholas P. Jones reviews factors affecting the types of injuries incurred during sport and comments on the nature of these injuries on a sport-by-sport basis. In addition to informative illustrated plates, Dr Jones includes useful advice on first aid and the early management of ocular tr �� ma. Dr Steve Taylor, in the Forensic Sports VISIon chapter, stresses the importance which should be �ttributed to the provision of appropriate a p phances and optometric advice to spor.ting parti cIpants. He also deals with the subject of negligence from several different standpoints and his comments on the precautions which should be taken by all those � roviding sports .
vision advice are particularly per tment. The sectIOn on 'Eye Protectors', which is essentially well written and illustrated, complements the section on 'Sports Vision Correction'. Nathan Efron provides a particularly good review on the indications and contra-indications for various types Good medical textbooks in my experience fall into with the basic characteristics of light sources and two groups: those that you feel immediately comfilte � s. His overview of photometric terminology is fortable with and can browse and dip into with ease, partlcularly beneficial. This section is also particuand tho � e others which take a little longer to get into larly well referenced.
but ultlmately prove to be indispensable. This Of particular note was the chapter on 'Sports for te � tbook easily falls into the first group. It is well the Visually Impaired'. The chapter, written by Ian wntten, has fantastic illustrations and is very readFells, a former director of the British Blind Sports able. The author has for several years run a course Eye (1996) 10, 408-409 © 1996 Royal College of Ophthalmologists
